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1) 1 NTRODUCTI ON
The manipulation of two-dimensional conducting boundaries by means
of intense magnetic fields (1 '  has been investigated in some detail both
theoretically and experimentally during the course of the NASA-George
C., Marshall Space a= light Center high energy fabrication program P '4 ' 15 '4) w
The treatment of magnetic stresses applied to cylindrical boundaries
has been lacking bind no useful engineering data are yet available for the
swaging of metallic tubings. The main purpose of this program is to provide
the necessary theoretical foundations for this operation with particular
emphasis on the use of high resistivity materials, such as stainless steal and
Hastelloy. In addition, accurate magnetomotive stress-strain relationships
are given for the first time for aluminum, stainless steel and Hostelioy
tubings of different sizes and wall thickness. Prototype hardware developed
for NASA for the magnetic swaging of such tubings in three sizes is also
described
i
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II) GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE OPERATION
The central problem of this project is the manipulation of stainless steel
and Hastelloy tubings by means of intense magnetic fields provided by separable
coil configurations. Hastelloy material is characterized both by very I itih tensile
strength, in excess of 100,000 psi, and by very high electrical resistivity, on they
order of 100 pncm. These parameters have been compiled from existing literature
and technical reports and are presented in Table 1. All the known variations of
this alloy have been listed to guide the analytical offort of this program
A transient magnetic field B has a scalar pressure 8 2/8 w, as outlined in
previous articles , ' .More general ly, (B' - B,4 )/8 n is the pressure that
can be brought to bear against the metal wall of a tubing having the tangential
field B. on one side and B. at the inner wall. Corresponding to this magnetic
field differential (B - B4 ) a sheet current must flow in the tubing which
amounts to
;w (B 1 Ba )/4n
	 0)
per unit length  The pressure on the metal can thus be evaluated fromthe motor
forte due to the flow of azimuthal current across the magnetic field (B ' E+s V2
a
9s	 r.
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The most suggestive approach, however, is to think of the magnetic field
as constituting a kind of two-dimensional gas having a pressure B /8w, which can
be confined or partitioned br electrically conducting walls. When the waall$ are
movable, the magnetic field strength B increases or decreases just like the density
of a trapped gas (because or magnetic flux conservation), and the pressure on the
walls rises or diminishes accordingly. When the wails have finite electrical
resistivity, the gas analogy can be extended by speaking of porous-walls through
F
	 which the magnetic field diffuses. (Since Maxwell's equation in a resistive medium
can be put into the form of a diffusion equation for B, with the resistivity as
diffusion constant, this analogy is rigorous.)
The swaging operation provides a convenient application of those concepts.
A capacitor bank is discharged rapidly into a high- yield coil, establishing an
axially oriented magnetic field inside it. This field, however, is transiently
excluded from the metal tube and an inward pressure results. During the pulse
tire, some fieldwill leak through the tube wall and into the interior volume of
the tube. By keeping the pulse time short compared with the characteristic time
required to fill the tube with magnetic flux (its "L/11-time"), one minimizes the
back-pressure due to the inside field.. Where the tube is to be formed against c
mandrel, the upper limit  on the pulse time is maximized by using an insulating
rather than, a conducting mandrel. In this way there is a larger interior
3
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flux-reservoir to be filled before the back-pressure can become appreciable.
For the purpose of forming,  tubes the requirements of field strength are not
exacting, since B2/3w ne ed not actually exceed the tensile strength of the
metal, but merely exceed a fraction of the tensile strength equal to the tube
wall thickness divided by the radius. The mechanical advantage Factor is
labeled here
k ^d/r
where d is the wall thickness of the tube and r is the radius. The strength of
the required magnetic field may then be determined from the equation
	
B'	 k B
	
c	 c
The critical magnetic field B  requisite to overcome the! static tensile
strength of the Hastelloy material is also entered in Table I and is seen to
range in the vicinity of 450,000 Qe. The tubing diameters of interest to the
NASA space vehicle fabrication program range from 0.75 to 1.50 inch (cor-
responding to r = 0.37 to 0.75 in.). The wall thickness is assumed to vary
between 01, 010 0.080 in The parameter k ranges therefore from 0.2 - 0.5,
thus implying critical magnetic fields between' 90,000 220,000 Ge. These
are evaluated and listed in Table I for each alloy type for several significant
(2)
(3)
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or
These parameters define the range of magnetic field values required for
this program. We should now dofino the characteristic times indicotc"J,i for this w0f
From a dimensional analysis of the diffusion equation, it is clear that the
distance of field penetration during a pulse of half-cycle time rr is
5^0 ( ,q T ) i
	
(4)
where 11 is the resistivity of the metal. Normalizing the resistivity to that of
copper (the IACS values for Hastelloy appear in Table 1) we obtain
s Ha
	
$ Cu	 Ha	 Cu	 (5)
which results for average Hostelloy resistivity in
sHa " 
109181^'rR cm	 (b)
We realize that the very high resistivity of the Hastelloy is an impedimen t in
maintaining the skin depth on the order of the wall thickness of the tubing.
The use of a fast pulse, say '"R 04 	 Nsec, corresponds to sHo o 3 mm = 0,120 in...
which implies overheating of the material and which imposes needless voltage
and field requirements on the equipment. The more desirable approach is to
make the skin depth comparable to the geometric mean of wall thickness and
radius, as discussed in the following chapter.
5
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If the skin depth is small compared with the wall thickness, and if the
latter is small compared w th tho tube radius, the pressure balance equation
becomes
B Z	 d	 dN?r
8n	 R	 pdt
where a. is the hoop stress and p the mass density of the metal and 
v  
the radial
velocity.
The velocity gained by the tube !in moving through a radial distance equal
to the wa ll thickness will be
v  
= (B2/4no )	 (8)
which allows to express the time required to cover any displacement (deformation) e
2 Ed)^T-- ._..^...._...^.. 	 (9)d 
a
The maximum pulse time for which the magnetic field does not penetrate
apprec iably through the tube wall will be
-M= 
22d^/ _	 (10)
If the tube is formed against a metal sleeve or coupl ing mandrel, we must have
T < TM to avoid magnetic cushior'ing effects. Since these characteristica
6 t.
(7)
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times have a different dependence on physical dimensions, the above condition
implies that there is a minimum characteristic sample size I'm that con be formed
by a given magnetic fie ld. The condition is roughly
4m> jp /b
For copper we have I p ' ,.. 5000 gauss-cm, wh ich is not very restrictive. For
stainless steel and Hastelloy, however, the figure is 300,000 gauss-cm, so that
samples less than 1 cm become difficult to handle.
The first part of this report is aimed therefore at a precise analysis of
magnetic fields, operating times, stress profiles required for optimized manipulation
of the tubing.
p.
'f
C
}
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y
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III) DISCUSSION OF THEORETICAL TOPICS
A) THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS ON CONDUCTING TUBE
INSIDE PULSED MAGNET
For the objectives of this contract we are particularly interested
in obtaining an accurate description of the magnetic flux penetration
through the walls of a generalized tubing. In the first approximation
G
the case may he described by linear theory in which the propagation
f the transient magnetic field through the cylindrical boundary is
computed under the assumption of magnetic flux conservation. This
implies negligible dissipative effects at the metallic boundary. A
second order correction could be considered at a later point to account
for this contribution.
We first introduce the following idealized geonetry and the
accompanying nomenclature
r s\,	 Ho	 applied magnetic field(outside tube boundary)
Ho
Hi	 H	 diffused magnetic fieldI
. ,	 1c	 (inside tube boundary)1
E
4o = outside magnetic flux
k	 ^'" 	 . ^--'•" d	 1.	 inside magnetic flux
A 8
i
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V = e.m. f. around the tube
I = circulating current per cm length
R = resistance per cm length
We can now formulate the following relationships
do.
V'lR' d	 0
4wi=Ho -H i
	(2)
nr 2 H.	 (3)
0 = 1r r 2 H 	 (4)
From these equations, we can obtain the combined expressions
wo ( o ` i)	 & dt
where the angular frequency w  characterizes the diffusive time
scale L/R
W0	 R/4 n2r2	 (6)
and for the resistance we can insert
R	 2 f r 11/d
	
(7)
TT
where 11 is the resistivity of the tube material. We can introduce
_9.
i.
^t
(5)
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a time function for the applied magnetic flux
4o ~ m sin w t	 (8)
and let k m- W/coo . For k < 1, the operation takes place in o time
domain where diffusive effects are appreciable, whereas for k > 1,
diffusion is negl ig ible.
If we assume that K << 1, then we obtain from eq. 5
i = § m [sin (wt K) + ke o	 (9)
The term in exp (_ wot ) is included so that ^ = 0 at t = 0, but it may
be neglected in what follows. Thus we have
i
=^ m sin (w f - k)	 (10)
H i H  sin (w t k)	 (11)
where v r2 H  = tm , Ho = H  sin wt
H
I h4 cos w t	 (12)
For Hastelloy for instance,	 IOs emu = 10_
4
 n cm let r = 1 cm,
W = 1 04 sec , then
K = 2nwrd/I = 0.6 d	 (13)
- 10 -
;f
1
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Thus, for do, OX cm (0.040 inch), K << 1 and diffusive effects can
be expected to become a dominant feature of the operation.
a
1
4
t
f
li
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B) FORMULATION OF THE STRESSES ON THE TUBE.
With the expressions developed in Chapter ll-A, we can now
formulate the function for the magnetic pressure differential across the
tube wall, and subsequently for the stresses applied during the transient
pulse.
First, we present the time function for the magnetic pressure
differential A p
H2Ap 8 [sin g wt - sin  (cut " K )^	 (1)
H 2
A p = KM sin (2wt)	 (2)	
A
Here, t4 is defined as before, I = wAo.
Furthermore, we can express the maximum magnetic pressure differential
across the tube as A pm
H2
A pry = f Fc 8	 (3)
With these results we can now evaluate the time function and the
maximum values ofradial-(S r ) and hoop (-S8 ) stresses
t,
j2
{
a
1i
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H 2
Sr 	 K 8 sin (2 w t)	 (4)
H2
S = d K -g ( 2 w t )	 (5)
2
Sm wArHK .—	 (6)
r	 d	 8W
z
Sm = r K 	 (7)
	
8 d	 8w
where A r is the radial variable across the tube wall. For K « 1 z
d << r, Sr <: S, , and
H2
S^ = fcu ^	 (8)
where a = K rfd
For the previous example of Hastelloy and H  = 250,.000 Oe, a = 0.6
S"' = 1.5 x 109	= 1,500 atm = 22,000 psi (26)
Cm 2
We have thus reached a rather complete analytical description of the
stresses induced by the application of a transient magnetic field to the
boundary of Hastelloy tubing.
Y
i
- 13 -
i
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C) THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF MAGNETIC BACK-PRESSURE
IMP	 BUILD-UP IN TUBINGS	 y
	
x	 The manipulation of thin tubing of resistive material, such as
Hastelloy or stainless steel, requires particular care in the selection of
optimized operating parameters. In this analytical treatment we intend
to develop guidelines to assess effects connected with the build-up of
r	 magnetic pressure in the interior of the tube, labeled here the "magnetic
cushioning effect"
k	 It is usualractice to define the frequency reg ime of operationP	 q	  g	 p
by postulating a skin depth 5 small compared with the tube wall
thickness d.
In this connection it is useful to specify the time needed for
r^
	I'	 the magnetic flux to penetrate through the wall,r w . This parameter
K	 may be expressed by the following equation
d = 13 1 
C	 ^1)r^
	
{	 where plc is the resistivity of the tubing materia l relative to standard
k copper, Tw is in seconds an d d in cm Typically, for Hastelloy,
I	 this equation transforms to
y I
d 113^' 	 (2)
t
14
k
b	 kifb
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or in terms of the diffusion time
T 	 0.78 x 1 0 ..4 d 2
	
(3)
Thus, diffusion through a 1 mm Hostelloy wall ( = 0.040 inch)
corresponds to rw a 1 Ns. We notice therefore that manipulation
of Hastefloy will be extremely difficult since operation at these
high frequencies would entail also a rather unfavorable dynamic
tensile strength regime. It is therefore important to determine how
fast the magnetic. pressure will build up in order to avoid wasting
energy against the cushioning effect. The magnetic backpressure
can be shown to build up after a long time, when enough flux has
diffused through the wall
The characteristic time r can be calculated from diffusion
theory.. We find it appropriate to define this parameter simply as
the L/R time of the tube seen as a one-turn circuit. We can therefore
compute it in the following terms;
L	
^
n
2 r 2 10-	 (4)
h
2nrTf	 R	 ——	 (5)
T = L/R 3.7x 10 d- (6)
pc
a
It
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Here h is tube length exposed to the axial magnetic field. Typical
flux build up times for Hastelloy will be
"4
,rp	 0. 48 x 10 rd
Thus, for r -1.0 cm, d = 0.1 cm, T p rw 5 Ms. We infer from th is
expression that for small diameter ( 2r 2 cm 0.75 ire) Haste Iloy
tubing the problem of magnetic backpressure is certainly significant
and particularly troublesome.
We can exitend the analogy in terms of skin depth by using the
time or  to calculate a corresponding parameter 8 p . This we define as
A p m 13 y	 ._...'	 .79 rd	 (8)
(7)
In other words, if one uses the time Tp to calculate a corresponding
skin depth 6p , then a should be equal to ^ rd , not simp ly d.P
Those considerations alleviate somewhat the difficulty of the
problem since the ratio
Tp/rw = 0.6 r/d	 (9)
which for the cases of interest here 	 10 r. Therefore, for r % 1 cm
?	 the time scale for magnetic pressure bui ld-up is approximately ten
i
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times longer than that for diffusive wall penetration.
This result provides a significant guideline for the required
time scale of the magnetic field to be applied to the tubing.
4
r. i
k
^	 r
a
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D) CIRCUIT EQUATION FOR SWAGING RESISTIVE WBES
The magnetic swaging of thin-walled, highly resistive tubings ,
presents a number of complex analytical and experimental problems.
In the following treatment we attempt to make a thorough contribution
toward the solution of this difficult case with the expectation that the
results will be of substantial help in the practical applications.
First, _ we formulate the stress .applied across the tubing. A
useful expressinn for the magnetic pressure differential across a resistive
tube can be obtained by assuming that the current distribution is
uniform within the tube wall. Then we have
ZR = dt	 ^1^
4 v i = H	 ;H.	 (2)
o	 i
H, Tr r Z	 (3)
2nrR	 (4)d
Here l is the current circu lating around the tube, is the interior flux,
R is the resistance of a tube of resistivity 1, thickness d', length h and
f:
radius r, Ho is the applied external magnetic field, and H^ is the diffused
magnetic field inside the tube.
1
18
e
T^
9
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From Eqs (1 4), we derive the basic "circuit equations"
d H,	 H.	 Hi	 i	 o	 (5)
dt	 Tr	 Tr	 t
where T2 d -	 (6)r	 I
The general solution of Eq. (5) is
.. -	 l t	
-T'-h i (t) _ e r
	
[--- f dt e
	 H (t) + H i (0)	 (7)Tr o	 o
For example, if Ho jumps to a constant value at t = 0, the solution is simply
t	 t
H(8)i (t) = (1 - eM	) Ho + e
_H . (0)i
More complicated wave forms for H o can easily be integrated numerically
to give H i.
We consider one more analytic case; Ho rises linearly from 0 to
H	 in time T
1
i
a
r
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Eq. (7) then gives us:
t
H i (t)	 x [t - Tr + Tr e r 	 +0 r H i (0) for 0 < t . T
fi t ' T) 'rH	 1 ...,t —	 T r	 _ T
::. max ^(T - Tr) e 	 +,r r  a	 +,r-,r e 	 r
T
..tT
+ e r H i (0)	 for T< t
	
(11)
We can now express the pressure differential across the tubing which
is simply:
Hz _ Hz
^p - °m _ 8 n
and for Ho ^v H i , this expression reduces to
H off
A pm  4 n	 (13)
where	 Ho - H
For highly resistive swaging, where T >a Tr, we have for the model of
rsEq. (9) and (10):
H. (T) = H	 ( 1 - =)
	 (14)max	 T
So that
®p = Ir	 H a— m xm 	 (1)T	 4n
- 20
(12)
Ar	 4
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r
E) USEFULNESS OF INITIAL REVERSE MAGNETIC FIELD
When swaging a resistive tube, it may be useful to generate a slow
rising initial magnetic field, which will penetrate the interior of the tube
without swagirg it, and then apply a fast rising field to do the swaging.
The point here is that for H i
 (0) = - H, rather than the usual H i (0) = 0,
the value of H. at the time when H is maximal will be reduced.i	 o
We can see this at once from the example in Eq, (11) of
Chapter 11 D. At t =,r, when the external field has risen to its peak
value Hmax, we have
T
T	 T
H i (T) = H max (1 - T ) + (H max  T - H) e r
If T T r , then Hi (T)Hmc^x/e if H =0, whereas H! (7) ^ p if
H = H max * If T » T r (highly resistive swaging operation), then the
second terra in Eq. (14) Chapter II -D becomes very small and there is
clearly no point in having an initial revere magnetic field.
If T << T r , there is no need for initial reverse field, since
Hi H << Hmax when H l (0) = 01 For r ?r , there is something to be
gained by having the initial reverse field, but the favorable effect may
not in general die large enough to warrant the extra technical complication.
If large power supplies are available to do very difficult forming jobs,
however, this technique may be of value.
.^	 - 21
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F) PROBLEM OF TEMPERATURE RISE IN THE TUBING
We can now anticipate the temperature rise in a generalized
tube exposed to a transient magnetic field and calculate this figure
for the case of Hastelloy.
We are interested in the temperature rise after a 1/4 cycle,
labeled here A T. Assume the heat capacity of the material per cm3
to be c. The expression is then
^.^' y/2AT = (2nrdc)
	 f	 T z Rdt
H?	
o
n m
RT = ; 8
where
r _ r22nw
(2)
(3)
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IV) ANALYTICAL TREATMENT OF CIRCUIT
A) DISCUSSION OF SWAGING COIL PARAMETERS
There are a number of problems which must be discussed regarding
the selection of parameter's for the proposed split coil-pulse transformer
system for operation in connection with high-strength Hastelloy tubing.
We have derived here a number of basic equations to guide in the
design of system parameters and particularly to assess the effects of
parameter variation on energetic requirements. We shall treat in the
following the problem of energetic requirements for variation of tube
size, including the necessary spacing required for the dielectric.
The treatment of this problem is aimed at minimizing the input
©nergy into the system and at achieving precisely controller; strain
conditions in the tubings. The problem is analyzed by computing
the effects which a spacing variation introduces in the electromagnetic
circuit parameters.
The inductance L of the tubing forming system can be assumed
to be composed of the inductance L b of the bore of the forming roil
i	 (between the tubing wvi the inside diamoter of the coil) in addition of
a shunt inductance L s , representing current flow along the outside of
23
1
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the forming coil, plus a series inductance L o, representing the leads
and the source impedance (see Fig. 1).
The only one of these components that depends on the spacing
d between the tubing and the coil radius R is L b .
L	 8 n 2 Rd 10_ 3 ph	 (1)
b	 w
for d, R and w in centimeters, where w is the axial extent of the
coil;- Using typical parameters R = 1 cm, w 1 cm, d = 0. 1 cm,
Nye get Lb = .008 ph. The inductance for the unloaded bore is assumed
to be L •.- .1 ph Th is is a measure of L .
s 
We thus have
L = L	
•^
+	 1	 L + .007 ph
	
(2)
o	 (1 Lb	 _i LS)	 o
	
to be compared with typical measured values of L
	 03 ph (all
referred to the secondary circuit). We also know from measurements
with a typical transformer short-circuited that the source impedance
up to the forming coil is about .01 ph. One concludes that this is the
main contribution to Lo, and so we have, for the 1 cm-,long coil:
i
L	 .01 +	 1	 ph	 (3)+10 _ 125 d d
where d* = 0.1 cm is the standard (nominal spacing).
2,4
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Thus, if we go from a 0.1 cm to a 0.2 cm spacing, the system
inductance will go from .017 ph to .024 ph In other words, the coi I
region which is useful for forming is well coupled to the source, and
varying d thus has an important effect on the circuit,
Increasing d does not cause the coupling between the coil
current and the tube current to change very rapidly. The part of the
L.
coil current that actually flows in the bore, is coupled 100 p%rcent to
the tube current. As d increases, however, L b
 increases and so the
part of the coil current through the bore drops in favor of the current on
r
the sides of the coil. This dependence is important for the forming
effects to be achieved in the tubing.. Let us define the bore current
cis Ib
 and the total circuit current as It. We obtain the following
descriptive dependence
.Tbll*t = I/ (Ls + Lb)_	 (4)
Thus if we assume a spacing of 0.1 cm, we anticipate a ratio
rb/rt = 0' '/(o.1 + 0.008) o 0.92	 (5)
On the other hand, if we double the spacing to 0.2 cm, the resulting
change is
Ib/Zt	 0.1/(0.1 + 0.16) 0.86 	 (6)
t
. 	
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The variation is about 0.06/0.92 ;a 6.5%, hence appreciable in teams
of the resulting applied magnetic field B  and the resulting strain in
the object. We are interested first in determining the change in
!	 energetic requirements, if we want to maintain a fixed forming
1
magnetic field B , and thus a fixed bore current 1 .
co	 b
The energy requirement then goes like
E tL * (-4—^	 (7)(4 	
 'tt
where the star refers to the standard case d ` d*.
For d 0.2 cm, we thus find
E = E* (1.4) (1.07)2 - 1.6E *	 (8)
The pararrieters estimated here for LLs, and L can be
checked by direct experiment; but there appears to be quite a strong
dependence of the energy requirement on the separation d. It is
essential to develop formula (7) in a more complete analytical
expression by using Eqs. (1), (2), and (4). The resultant formula will
al low to compute the range of input energy requirements for any
t
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selected wall splicing d. We first look for the expression given by
the normalized inductance, L/L*
L/L* = (L + -- I S ) : (Lo + S *---- S
a Sb	
s	 b	 s
where S  and Ss are the reciprocal values of bore and shunt inductance,
respectively. After some manipulation this expression transforms into
S* (L S + L S + 1)+ S (L S + (L S 2
 + S)
	 (10)L	 b o b	 o s	 b o s	 o s	 s
"	 S* L S^*	 S +S L S +1 + S. S ;4 + 'b o b o s
	 b o s	 o s s
or, in terms of tubing parameters
L	 (w/8n2Rd*) (Lo /8w^'Rd + Lo S g + 1) + (w/t3^r2 Rd)(LoS s) +(L S2 +S )
_	 o o s
L	 (w 8v Rd L w $n Rd + L S `` + w gn Rd L S+ 1 + L S+ S
(
(9)
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V) EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
A) INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
The objective of this detailed program of measurements is to gain
an accurate description of the stress-strain relationship for tubings of
arbitrary conductivity and wall thickness. Hastelloy and stainless steel
are clearly in the foreground of the attention; aluminum tubings have
also been investigated to provide data on this important material.
Furthermore, it seemed desirable to establ ish the functional
dependence of stress -strain on operating frequency, henco studies were
conducted with seven different capacitor bank configurations. In all
F	 these experiments careful measurements were conducted of the applied
and diffused magnetic fields, the axial and radial profiles, the
dependence of these parameters on wall thickness and on material
conductivity.
Three magnet bore sizes were used (0.75, 1.00, 1.50 inch
diameter) with corresponding tubings to match these dimensions,
The coils were of the massive split single turn developed at Advanced
PKinetics in the past and suitably coupled to o`high current impedance^.
match ing transformer.
G
P
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B) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH SCP-1-0.75 GEOMETRY
1.) Operational Parameters
The first series of experiments covered aluminum, stainless steel
and Hastelloy tubes of approximately 0.75 inch o.d, fitting into the
split coil prototype, SCP-1-0.75. Detailed operational parameters
for this system are presented in Table 11. The data include performance
both under loaded and unloaded conditions (current; inductance, wall
fields), A flexible Advanced Kinetics, Inc. capacitor bank with
frequency selection (21,000 joule, 15 kv) was used for these experiments.
The axial profile of the magnetic field is given in Fig. 2 for the
unloaded bore and in Fig. 3 for the bore fully loaded (Al -cylinder).
The magnetic field compression ratio (loaded over unloaded field
intensity, BI/Bd) was checked to hold with reasonable consistence of
least up to 14,000 joule energy input. These results appear in Table 111.
The radial profile of the magnetic field was also studied at the
midplane of the coil. These results appear in Fig. 4 and will be of
importance for the evaluation of the diffused magnetic field intensity.
The next objective of the investigations was aimed at determining
the operational parameters as a func;Ion of energy input. Due to the
ix
ra
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increase in current with input energy, resistive effects and mechanical
forces will tend to decrease the magnetic field per unit bank voltage.
This effect must be ascertained by measurements under loaded and unloaded
conditions to avoid simple extrapolations from low field results. The data
obtained for the unloaded configuration appear in Fig. 5 and for the
Loaded configuration in Fig. 6. The effect attributable to mechanical
forces is investigated by increasing the compression by means of
additional mass ive clamping.  This is seen to increase the magnetic field
and to narrow the difference between values extrapolated from low field
figures and the actual measurements.
The dependence of the field on input current was studied not only
by maintaining constant capacitance and varying the voltage, but also
by varying the capacitance and adjusting the voltage to maintain,
constant input energy. This measurement allows to appraise the
contribution of skin depth and resistive effects,
^f
	 In Fig. 7 we preset data for the unloaded configuration and in
k
	 Fig. 8 for the loaded configuration. The decrease in the magnetic field
f
with increasing pulse time is noticeable. The vertical scales of the
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2.) ResvIts with Aluminum Tubing$
The tubings used were of 0.75 inch outer diameter machined to
fit tightly into the bore of the SCQ-1-0.75. The spacing was on the
order of 0.005' inch. The compressed magnetic field was measured by
means of minute pick-up probes carefully calibrated at the frequencies
of interest.
The selected aluminum alloy was 2024-T3 with 65,000 psi
ultimate tensile strength and 45,000 yield strength. The compressed
(applied) magnetic field, the diffused field and the characteristic times
are given for a wall thickness of d = 0.015 inch in Table IV, for
d = 0.025 inch in Table V, and for d = 0.035 inch in Table Vi. For
thicker walls we have used a solid aluminum slug whose bore was
enlarged to progressively larger inside diameters. The data appear in
Tables VII through XI. For small values of Bd, estimates are given inferred
from probe sensitivity.
r.,
The data on peak compressed and diffused magnetic fields are
plotted versus wall thickness in Fig. 9 In fig. 10 the ratio of B d/Ba -`
;r
is given as a function of the field risetime for several wall thicknesses.
The maximum values of B and B are taken during respective time cycles.d	 -c
31 -
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The increased diffusion of flux is noticeable for the longer pulse times
and the thinner tuba walls. For d > 0.140 inch, the diffused magnetic
field remains less than 10% of the applied field. In Fig. 11 we present
simultaneous traces of dB `, /dt and dBd/dt for an Al tubing of 0.355 cm
wall thickness
3.) Results with Stainless Steel Tubing,
The measurements on the operation with stainless steel were
conducted first with a solid rod of alloy 304 which was bored progressively
to larger inside diameters. The results on compressed and diffused
magnetic fields and on operational parameters are given in Tables Xll -
XV For thinner wall stainless steel tubings (304) were used. The
.,cults for wall thickness of 0.015, 0.025 and 0.035 inch appear in
Tables XVI through XVIII.
The results are summarized in Fig. 12 in which compressed and
ti
..	 diffused magnetic fields are given as a function of wall thickness. In
Fig w 13 we present the ratio of peak diffused over compressed magnetic
--	 -	 -	 -	 - -- • -	 -
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Y
h One note of interest is that we have been able to measure
_r
accurately the L/R decay of the flux trapped in the tube after the
external applied field is shut off. A typical expanded trace of the
decay in stainless steel is given in Fig. 14. This information is
r
derived from Fig. 15 which is the oscillogram representingdBc/dt and
dBd/dt as a function of time. The agreement with the theoretical
.a formula derived in Chapter Il - C is excellent.
^G
. 
l
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4.) Results with Hostelloy Tubings
The Hostel loy tubing samples provided by NASA were bored
to make available three different values of wall thickness. The data
collected is presented in Tablas XIX, XX, XXI.
The parameters are summarized in Fig. 16 and 17. In Fig-. 16
the compressed and diffused magnetic fields are given as a function of
wall thickness:.. In Fig. 17 the ratios of these parameters are given in
dependence of the field risetime for the wall thicknesses studied here.
Nearly $0°/o of the applied magnetic field is encountered as diffused
field.
ADVANCED KINETICS, INC.
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5.) Results on Magnetomotive Stress-Strain
The measurements described so for provide the basic data for
the computation of the actual stress appearing at the tube wall upon
application of the transient magnetic field.. The next step is therefore
to relate stress to induced strain in the object. A selected number of
aluminum, stainless steel and Hastelloy tubings were subjected to
predetermined field levels. The deformed diameter is determined with
accuracy by micrometric measurement and related to the original
diameter before the operation. The radial strain imparted is then
simply 0 = A r/r. This figure can be related to the peak magnetic
field appearing at the wall and, more significantly, to the calculated
pressure differential. This parameter is inferred from the peak external
magnetic pressure and from the pressure of the diffused magnetic field
at such time.
The results for aluminum are presented in Figs. 18 and 19. In
Fig. 18 the rad ia l strain is seen to reach values up to 25% for fields
in excess of 200,000 0e. In Fig. 19 the strain data are related to the
actual magnetic pressure differential at the tube wall. Theoretical
yield points ^i + 2 ) are entered as computed both from the yield strength
^w
ri
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and the tensile strength of the material. The magnetic pressure differential
encountered ranges from about 250 to 2500 atm (3,650 - 36,500 psi).
The some measurements were carried out with thin stainless and
Hastelloy tubings to determine the strain achievable as a function of
applied magnetic pressure. in this case, of cc-irse, the difficulties are
appreciable in building up a sufficient magnetic pressure differential
across the thin walls of the tubings examined. The data on the strain
achieved in stainless steel as a function of the applied compressed
magnetic field is given in fig. 20. In Fig. 21 the some results are
wi ;a
	
interpreted by analyzing the magnetic pressure differential determined
to exists across the tubing wall. In stainless steel the strain builds up
^r
to approximately 6%Q for fields in excess of 250,000 Oe. This covers a
pressure from 400 atm for the thin tubing to 1,400 atm for the thicker
D	 material. For Hastelloy the strain as a function of applied magnetic
Y
field is presented in fig. 22. In Fig. 23 the strain is given as a function
of the magnetic pressure differential across the tube walls. The com-
pression in Hastelloy remains below the 1 % level, even for fields as
high as 360,000 Oe. The magnetic pressure differential obtained under
best conditions is 1,600 atm.
^	 Z	 #
{	 .i	
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It should be noticed that For the case of the stainless steel and
Hastellcy tubing the experiments on strain had to be conducted with
capacitor bank configurations which minimized the diffusion of magnetic
field into the interior of the tubing, thus maximizing the pressure
differential across the wall. It appears that, particularly with these
small diameter tubings (0.75 in o.d.), the operation should be con-
ducted by,omitting the use of an intermediate pulse transformer, thus
operating with magnetic field risetimes that are shorter than those used
here. The only difficulty in this scheme is that the stresses on the
dielectric in the current conducting coils would be drastically increased,
thus reducing lifetime of the configuration.
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C) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH SCP-1-1 GEOMETRY
1.) Operational Data
The program of detailed measurements conducted for the 0.75
inch bore geometry was also adopted for the 1.OQ inch bore configuration.
This split coil geometry is labeled as the SCP-1-1.
The results presented here rover operational data with the coil
unloaded and loaded. The compressed and diffused magnetic fields are
completely described for a range of operating frequencies. The data are
used to compute the magnetic pressure differential across the tube wall
Fi	 and this parameter is then related to the radial strain induced. The
experiments are conducted with aluminum, stainless steel and hiastelloy
C of various wal I thicknesses.
The operational data of the SCP-1-1 are given in Table XXII.
F ,,
In Table XXIII data are presented on the magnetic field intensity and
h
current risetimes under unloaded (vacuum field) and loaded conditions
(solid aluminum rod). The operation covers a regime of risetimes from
ADVANCED KI NET ICS, INC.
2,) Results with Aluminum Tubings
The next set of measurements was conducted with oluminum
tubings of wall thickness ranging from .015 to .437 inches with a 1.00
inch o.d. In these measurements the compressed and diffused magnetic
fields are given. The diffused magnetic field is determined both for
'he maximum value corresponding to its characteristic risetime and
for the value it attains at the risetime of the compressed (applied)
magnetic field. These results are presented in Tables XXIV through
XXX for wall thickness ranging from , 015 to .437 inches.
3.) Results with Stainless Steel Tubings
Similar measurements were conducted also with stainless steel
tubing of 1,00  inch diameter and with wall thickness of .015, .025
and 035 inches. The analyzed results are presented in Tablas XXX!
to XXX I I I . In this case, the alloy used was stainless steel 304. The
data given comprise a regime of risetimes from approximately 8 psec
to 24 Msec, with diffused field risetimes from approximately 10 to
ADVANCED KINETICS, INC.
4.) Results with Hastelloy Tubings
The measurements on Hastelloy C tubing are presented in
Tables XXXIV through XXXIX. The data cover the following values
of wall thickness .015, 025, 3 035, .045, 055 and .083 inch In
this case the results are given for risetimes between approximately
7 and 13 psec, with diffused field risetimes of approximately 10 to
30 psec. Both the applied and diffused magnetic fields are given
for the completo wall thickness and frequency regimes. Attention
is directed to the column where the values of the diffused magnetic
field are listed. It is evident that even at a time corresponding to	 I
the characteristic risetime of the compressed magnetic field, the
diffused magnetic field has already attained a comparable value.	 j
Thus, the operation results in a highly reduced magnetic stress
differential at the wall. These data present a clear evidence for the
difficult regime encountered during the swaging of Hastelloy tubing.
i
40
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5.) Stress-Strain Results in 1.00 Inch O.d.Tu^in s
First, we summarize the results on the magnetic field applied
to aluminum tubings diffusing through different wall thicknesses. The
data appear in Fig. 24, where B  and Bd are given as a function of the
wall thickness d For one given capacitor bank configuration,
C B
 - 189 pf. Next, we present in graphical form the ratio of the
diffused to compressed magnetic fields as a function of field risetime
foranumb©r of wall thicknesses ranging from .015 to .437 inch. The
results are given in Fig. 25,
The results on the compression obtained in aluminum are given
F -	 in Fig. 26. Here, the radial compression is given as a function of the
compressed magnetic field B  for several wall thicknesses and constant
operating frequency. These results are then analyzed and expressed in
terms of magnetic pressure differential at the tube wall. The radial
compression versus the magnetic pressure differential at the wall are
given in Figure 27. The theoretical yield points as computed from
E	 the yield strength of the material are noted and entered in the graph,
Substantial strain up to 25%o is induced in the tuhings for m gnetic
4 pressure differentials from 200 - 800 atm ( 2,900 11,700psi).
41
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The data for the stainless tubing, alloy 304, are summarized
in Figures 28, 29, 30 and 31. In Fig. 28 we present the compressed
and the diffused magnetic fields as a function of wall thickness for a
number of capacitor bant; configurations. In Fig. 29 the ratio of
diffused to compressed magnetic fields is given for several wall
thicknesses as a function of the magnetic field risetime.
The data obtained on magnetic swaging of the stainless steel
tubing is given first in Fig. 30 in terms of the radial strain as a
function of the compressed magnetic field for three wall thicknesses.
Subsequently, the data is translated in terms of a strain versus actual
stress, given oy the magnetic pressure differential at the tube wall.
These results are reported in Fig. 31.
The data on the manipulation of Hastelloy tubing- is first
summarized in Fig. 32 with the compressed anddiffused magnetic
fields given as a function of the wall thickness for several frequency
regimes. In Figure 33 we plot the ratio of diffused to compressed
magnetic fields as a function of magnetic field risetime for a number
of wall thicknesses. In Fig. 34 the strain achieved is given as a
function of compressed magnetic field. Subsequently, these results
^r
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j	 are translated in form of the radial strain versus applied magnetic
t
stress in Fig. 35. The capacitor configuration was selected to optimize
I.	 the strain considering diffusive losses. The actual value used is noted
for each value obtained for the strain.
.1
'r
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D) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH THE SCP--1-1.5 GEOMETRY
1.) Operational Parameters
The measurements on the 1.5 inch bore diameter configuration
(SCP-1-1.5) were,, conducted, as in the previous two cases, with tub*m9s
of aluminum, stainless steel and Hastelloy C. We summarize first all
the measured operational data and, subsequently, we outline the results
on stress-strain obtained with the above tubing materials. The oper-
ational data collected cover the magnetic field risetime and full
ringing time with the bore , looded and unloaded, the intensity of the
applied magnetic field, as well as the dynamic times and the intensity
of the diffused magnetic field inside the conductor material.
The general operational parameters of the SCP-1-1.5 geometry
are given in Table XL. In Table XLI we present the values of the
vacuum field and the related risetime and full ringing time for a range
of capacitance from 27 to 189 µf. In order to simulate a fully loaded
condition, an aluminum slug is inserted into the bore, and the applied
ADVANCED KINETICS, INC,
The dynamic times covered in this operation range from
. approximately 7 to 19 psec for the loaded condition, and from
12 to 32 psec for the unloaded condition.
The radial dependence of the axial magnetic field in the
unloaded bore is given in pig. 36. This functional dependence is
useful for the evaluation of the actual diffused magnetic field,
eliminating the effect of the radial fall-off across the wall thickness.
Due to the larger bore diameter the difference in the field intensity
at the, bore center and at the walls is more distinct than for the
cases of the smaller diameters.
2.) Results with Aluminum Tubings
The measurements with the aluminum tubing covered the
fol low my wa I I th i cknesses: . 015, .025, 035, .250 and .500 inch.
The aluminum allay used was 2024-T3. The data appear in that
sequence in Tables XLII through XLV1. The applied and the diffused
magnetic-fie d parameters are listed in each case for the complete
range of storage capacitance.
The diffused field intensity is given both at the risetime.of	
t,
the applied field and at the risetime of the diffused field.
1
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3.) Results with Stainless Steel Tubings
The measurements conducted with the stainless steel tubings
are presented in Tables XLVII through IL for wall thicknesses of .015,
.025, and .035 inch. Also in this case, the compressed and diffused
field parameters are given together with the operational risetime. The
I
stainless steel alloy used was 304. The risetime of the applied magnetic
field covers a range from approximately 7 to 27 psec and that of the
diffused field from 13 to 34 psec.
4.) Results with Hastelloy Tubinrgs
The data descriptive for the operational parameters of
Hastelioy--C is given in Tables L, LI, and LII'. The wall ,thickness
covers the following cases: .015, .025, and 035 inch. The dynamic
r
times for the field applied to the Hastel loy covers the ran ge from
n	 S to 30 psec, whereas the diffused fields range from 13 to 35 Nsec.
For the diffused magnetic field a separate column is given outlining
• parameter  ..the. values of this arametPr at a time when the 	 magnetic
field reaches its peak value. It is evident that the diffused magnetic
Field reaches considerable values already at a time before achieving
its maximum value.
i.
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5.) Stress -Strain Results for 1.50 Inch O. D. Tubngs
In order to appraise the efficiency of the compressive operation
by means of the applied magnetic field, the data obtained on the
applied and diffused magnetic fields have been analyzed and presented
in graphical form. In this fashion, it is straightforward to interpolate
field values for a range of wall thickness for any of the three alloys
investigated. In Figure 37 we outline in graphical form the applied
rl _,	 and diffused magnetic fields as a function of the aluminum tubing
used. In Figure 38 the ratio of the diffused over the compressed
magnetic field is given as a function of field risetime.
With these data available, it is simple now to fore-:-lst the
diffused magnetic field for any given applied magnetic field as a
function of wall thickness and for a range of dynamic times of
practical interest.
The results on the radial compression obtained with the
aluminum tubings are summarized in Figures 39 and 40. In Figure 39
the radial strain is given as a function of the applied (pnmpressed)
r
magnetic field, whereas in Figure 40 the radial strain is given as a
a
function of the actual magnetic pwessure (stress) across the wall of
47 -
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the material. As in the previous cases, the value of the pressure
*2
at the boundary is computed from,, the knowledge of the applied
magnetic field and of the diffused magnetic field at peak values.
The radial strain achieved in the 1.5 inch o.d. aluminum tubings
reaches values up to 20% for compressed. fields between 80,000 and
140,000 Oe. Over this range magnetic pressure differentials are
obtained ranging between 200 and 700 atm.
The compressed and diffused magnetic fields for stainless
steel are outlined in Figure 41 as a function of tube wall thickness.
In Figure 42 the ratio. of Bd/Bc is given for an approximately three-
fold range of risetimes and for several wall thicknesses. The radial
strain for these tubings is first related to the applied magnetic field,
Figure 43. After some analysis, the some data is given as a function
of the magnetic pressure differential in Figure 44. The strain ranges
r
up to 5% for fields in excess of 150,000 Oe, resulting in pressure
differentials from 350-800 atm.
	 {
Finally, in Figure 45we present applied and diffused fields
versus wail thickness of the Hastelloy tubing and in Figure 46 this data
is also related to the risetime of the field pulse.
r
k,
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In Figure 47 the strain obtained for Hastelloy C is related
to the,
 applied magnetic field and in Figure 48 the parameter is
expressed as a function of the actual magnetic pressure differential.
The manipulation of the Hastelloy in these larger diameter produces
a radial strain which is more substantial than that encountered for
the previous two sizes. Nevertheless, the effect of substantial
diffused field renders difficult the achievement of radial strains
larger than those recorded here. The radial strains obtained for the
1.5 inch o * d. Hastelloy range close the 1% for certain selected
cases. This is obtained with a full input of 9,000 joule into the
coil. Operation with small capacitance implies somewhat faster
risetime andi thus limits the amount of diffused field. However,
even in the most favorable cases the pressure build-up amounts to
only 200-400 atm (2, Mn, - 5,850 psi).
ri
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E, MEASUREMENT OF AZIMUTHAL INSTABILITIES IN MAGNETICALLY
COMPRESSED TUBiNGS
The radial strain imparted to a thin-walled metal tubing
compressed by an applied magnetic field B  is not homogeneous in
the azimuthal direction. 'This effect was noticed at Advanced
Kinetics, Inc. already a number of years ago, however, it was
never expressed in a quantitative fashion, Since the objective:: of
this program include also a better understanding of the mechanism
leading to the radial deformation of -Wbings, we decided to investi-
gate this problem in some detail.
This effect is usually noticeable in tubings which have been
subjected to extreme radial stress. In such case, the profile of the
collapsed tube is not circular or ovoidal but is characterized by a
nurrbe♦ of radial flutes. For small deformations, the effect is not
immediately visible.
The expegents aimed at obtaining a quantitative description
made use of aluminum of 0.75 in o.d. and wall thickness of .025 and
E
.035 inc; the usual alloy 2024-T3 was used. The tubings were
F
exposed to varying levels of applied magnetic field n the SCP-1-0.75
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geometry. The radial strain was then accurately determined by
rotating the tube about the original axis and reading the actual
radial deformation to an accuracy of .001 in by means of a precision
micrometer. The results obtained are presented in Fig. 40 and 50
for the two different wall thicknesses of the aluminum tubing and
G	 for three magnetic field levels Be. The value of the average
compression obtained for every level of the magnetic field pressure
is indicated for each profile. The 0° azimuthal position is referenced
r	 to the current input point of the split coil.
The effect is immediately visible even for small strains. The
azimuthal periodicity is well outlined for the thicker material and
for small values of strain. As the strain becomes progressively larger
the periodicity is somewhat obscured but still discernible.
r	 This effect is documented here for the first time. A more
j
	
	 complete theoretical and experimental understanding will certainly
be of general interest for the application of magnetic forming to
structures of circular symmetry.
lIi
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VI) DESCRIPTION OF MAGNETIC SWAGING HARDWARE
FOR NASA Geor a C, Marshall S ace Flight Center
A) DISCUSSION OF OBJECTIVES
A portion of this research and development program was
aimed at providing magnetic swaging hardware for the NASA -
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center laboratories. The objective
here is to bt"to q devices which allow to conduct swaging or sizing
operation in stainless steel, Hastelloy or other tubing materials.
The connection of tubings or ducting to each other or to any
h
material wall implies the poss ibi I itY of withdrawing the swaging coil
after completion of the operation. For the case of short pipes con-
nected together or to a semi-infinite boundary, the magnetic coil
may be removed axially, provided no hindrances of diameter larger
than the i . d. of the coil present themselves. For the more genera
situation in which the pipe to be swaged is connected to two infinite
boundaries or where protuberances in the profile of the pipe prevent
t	 the removal of the coil, the situation becomes more complicated In
effect, this situation occurs in a significant number of applications
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the coil must be removed by an azimuthal`
 splitting of the config-
uration instead of by sliding the structure axially. The implication
that the continuity of the current path has to be structurally
interrupted brings about two basic difficulties. First of all, regions
of decreased magnetic pressure could appear around the coil periphery.
This must be avoided, if a homogeneous stress profile is desired for
the sake of the integrity of the joint. On the ether hand, the
splitting of the coil brings about also the problem of inherent structural
weakness. This cannot be tolerated because the operation with a
1 a
	 single turn structure implies the application of extreme magnetic
pressures. These problems have already been considered in some
technical detail at Advanced Kinetics, Inc. during the past few
years and several configurations of interest have been analyzed and
experimented upon. The general approach in this case is to compute
and to define the current path in the coil configuration and the tubing
to be swaged to a high degree of accuracy. Particular attention mu,-,,t_
be paid to all those regions where the local decrease in magnetic
field intensity couldcause a diminishing peripheral stress.
A further problem which presents itself is that of coupling
efficiently the pulsed current required for the establishment of the
53
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transient magnetic field into the split coil load. The application
calls for an appropriate transformer coupling stage which optimizes
the efficiency of energy transfer into these low impedance coils.
At the some time, the peripheral splitting of the coil calls for a
delicate adjustment of parameters so that the currents in the different
portions of the coil will be appropriately balanced. The coils
prepared for the NASA - George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
^A
installation represent optimized configurations of massive construction
operable in connection with Advanced Kinetics, Inc. pulse trans-
formers. In the following, a detailed description is given of these
configurations. The operating parameters, in connection with the
" tubing oads specified i Chapter V correspondo osepresentedg	 ec
	
p^	 n	  r, 	 t those 
for the SCP-1-0.75, SCP-1-1, SCP-1-1.5. Hence these figures
wil l
 
not be repeated
VPW
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B.) DESCRIPTION OF SPLIT COIL. GEOMETRIES
The three single turn coils developed for NASA cover the
following inner diameters: 0.760, 1,010 and 1.510 inch. The
sizes are su itab le for work w i th 0. 75, 1.00 and 1, 50 inch o. d.
tubing. The difference is accounted for by the thickness of in-
sulation required between workpiece and the conductor wall.
Engineering drawings of these coils are given in Figures 51, 52,
and 53 for the 0.760, 1.010 and 1.510 inch i.d configurations,
respectively. The devices are fabricated of massive blocks of
3eCu and subsequently heat treated to optimize tensile strength
and conductivity. The tensile strength is increased by a carefully
controlled cycle to a value of 170,000 psi minimum-215,000 psi
maximum and the electrical resistivity is approximately 8 pocm
(or 22% IACS) , Al l
 surfaces are-precis ion around and m icropol ished
after this treatment. The axial length is one inch in all three cases.
The design of these devices results from a number of considerations,
among these are: deformation strength of the structure, maximiza-
tion of contact surfaces, accessibility of bore to workpiece, con-
venience of prestressing (clamping) arrangement.
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The transient pressure in the coil line rises to 2,400 atm
(35,000 psi) during a 0.5 MA pulse, This corresponds to a force of
78,000 kg (170,000 Ib) which is counteracted by massive clamps of
high strength tool steel, heavily prestressed.
The inductance of the coils was determined both by compute 'cns
and by measurements under unloaded and loaded conditions. The
results are as follows:
Unloaded Geometry Loaded Geometry.
T. V ^ E. V. * T. V. E. V.
SC-0.75
	 14 nh 13 nh 8 nh '10 nh
SC-1.00
	 25 nh 18 nh 10 nh 1 O nh
SC-1.50
	 56 nh 27 nh 27 nh ...10 nh
* Theoretical Value
Experimental Value
The discrepancy between theoretical and experimental values is
attributable to the lateral spread of the current in the coil bore.
j
This effect would tend to increase the 4fective axial Length and
would thus contribute to a decrease in inductance. This is in line
with these observations.
- 56
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C.) COUPLING TO PULSE TRANSFORMER
The scheme of cc; pl ing the split col geometries to the high
current pwlse transformer is indicated in Figure 54. The coils are
assembled against tapered massive transition lines which in turn are
fastened to the output terminals of the pulse transformer. The
expansive pressure in this, rules encountered during a 0.5 MA current
pulse amounts to roughly 25 atm (360 psi), giving rise to a sudden
force of 16,300 kg (,-,, 35,000 lbs). This force is counteracted by
heavy prestress clamping manufactured of special high strength tool
steel.
r_
The problem of coupling electromagnetic energy into these
low inductance loads at reasonable efficiency is rather severe.
These requirements call for use of pulse transformers with secondary
leakage inductances on the order of 0.001 ph, equivalent to about
a cm of ordinary coaxal cable. The coils are matched for efficient
coupling under unloaded conditions (approximately 20 nh). The
measured power efficiency with the Advanced Kinetics low impedance
pulse transformer PT-5 (current step-up 5:1) is 68% with a current
efficiency of 83%.
 These ope }ationaI parameters are given in detail
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in Table Llila The data cover operation with secondaries open,
shorted and loaded with a coi l of 1.00 inch i . d . , 1.00 inch axial
^k
length. Under loaded conditions the power efficiency decreaS03
while the current efficiency remains reasonably high, The specific
figures depend on the resistivity and geometry of the bore load and
should be determined for cases of interest.
n
i^
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V II) C O N C L U DING R E M A RRK SS
A ) PROPOSED IMPROVEMENT OF SWAGING TECHNIQUE
FOR HASTELLOY
Tho principal problem in swaging Hastelloy is that the diffused
magnetic field so readily comes up to nearly the strength of tho com-
pressed magnetic field. As a result, the effective ragnetic pressure in
the cases studied is typically only 1/3 of the maximum possible pressure,
in the absence of diffused field. By shortening the pulse time, we can
effectively reduce the ratio of B  / B  (as has been shown experimentally),
but the duration of the pressure pulse is then also reduced, thus offsetting
the net effect on the radial compression of the workpiece. If what
matters is the time integral of the pressure, we have simply
B2
max
..___._T pm	 T r 4n
where A pm = (B - $) ,/87r, r is the r isetime of the pulse, andr
is the diffusion time. Thus, to first approximation, there is no advantage
in reducing r.
It has been suggested in Chapter 11 - E that one could reduce Bd by
starting with an initial reverse magnetic field, set u_rr by a slow capacitor
4 bank, inside the workpiece. This reverse magnetic field then initially
annihilates the diffusing magnetic field, and thus reduces the backpressure
},..	 ..	 4 	 r 
Y	
3.
(2)
(3)
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A stronger step in the some direction would be to apply a number of
cycles of an oscillating magnetic field (see Figure 54). With the
formulation used previously in Chapter II E, we then have
d Bd 	 B 	 B 
ui`t	 T	 r
r	 r
with
B -- B	 e ^Wt
c max
The solution is
Bd = A e
with
BA	 max+W2Ir2)4..
r
a,
- -ton	 w Ir
r	 r
The effective average pressure is then
B 2 - B 2	 w2 ,r 2
n p > =	 r	 G > = - I 	-^—	 (4)
m	 air	 161r 1 + w T
r
x
(when the real parts of B  and 'd are used). We want something like
5
X
W Tr ,.. 2, to give 80% of the maximum {possible average pressure.
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This means r ,rr , with er r being typically 5 psec, or a little less.
If the oscillation is prolonged through N cycles, the effective pressure
pulse increases directly like N.
The most promising approach that suggests itself for formingHastelloy
is thus to switch rrom using a damped pulse of r,-, 30 psec, maintained by
a transformer, to using a highly oscillatory pulse with 'r N 3-5 psec,
lasting at large amplitude for - 30-50 psec. Such a pulse could be
achieved by raising the inductance, and thus the 0, of the coil circuit,
and applying the capacitor bank directly to this circuit. The inductance
can be raised, most simply, by separating the parallel plates that carry
the current to the coil by some appropriate amount.
In the event that this approach appears successful but the oscillation
is too quickly damped, one could always go to a special circuit, firing
a succession of separate capacitor bank units, so as to maintain the
oscillation by forcing it.
It is to be expected that the oscillatory approach will certainly
increase the radial compression achieved in Hastelloy, and it may even
A
ncrease it by large factors.
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1
.^ SUMMARY
In this report we present a comprehensive treatment for the application
of magnetomotve forming techniques to cylindrical configurations. The
basic theoretical foundations for the manipulation of tubings are presented
first, and results are given for the atressos g nQratcd across fins. ccsn-
ductive boundaries of various resistivity regimes. The effect of magnetic
cushioning" is discussed in detail. The analytical work has given rise to
novel schemes for more efficient application of magnetic pressure against
highly resistive materials, these involve initial reverse magnetic fields
and pulse cw operation.
The theoretical work is implemented by a dotoiled prograrr ► of
experimental investigations. The objective is to provide valuable
stress-strain data for tubing materials including aluminum, stainless steel,
and Mastelloy. The results cover functional variation of tubing conduc-
tivity,, wall thickness, diameter and operating frequency.
This body of data will offer substantial engineering guidance in
magnetic swaging and sizing applications which are of immediate
usefulness both to the space vehicle manufacturing program and to the
industry at large.
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17.5 Nsec
1 10 Nsec
100 Nsec
1.04 ph
0.66 ph
72.5 kA/kv
99.5 kA/kv
24.1 kOe/kv
33.1 kOe/kv
1.37
1.57
1.37
1
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TABLE II
OPERATI ONAL AND PHYSICAL PARAMETERS Or SCP-1
0.75 in = 1.91 crn
1.00 in = 2.54 cm
0 0 - 180* (Azimutha l
Contact Transition )
Naval Brass
Vio Pulse Transformer
189pf - 15kv 21,000 joule
22 Nsec
Coil Bore Diameter
Axia l Length
Spl it Geometry
Material
Coupling Mode
Energy .`storage Bar',
R isetime w/o load To
Risetime wl load r
Full cycle time w/o load r0
Full cycle #- ime wl
 
load r 
Inductance at Primary w/o load
Inductance at, Primary w/ load
Peak Current through Coi'I w/o load
Peak Current through Coil w/ load
Peak Magnetic Field w/o load
Peak Magnetic Field w/load
Y /I
^J o
LO/ L^
a,^/ Bo
	
y	 7PTr_	 1 fr
x	 e
A^	 a	 4a k
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TABLE II I
x
1
RESULTS OF MAGNETIC COMPRESSION TESTS WITH SCP-1 (0.75 in i.d. )
f	 Bank Measured Magnetic Field Measured Magnetic Field Field Compression
Voltage at Wall at Wall Ratio
(189
	 f) (No Load)	 Bo ( Loaded ) B E'^/ Bo
1 kv 24.2 kOe 33.1 kOe 1.37
2 kv 46.6 kOe 63.6 kOe 1.365
-r^
3 kv 70.8 kUe 91.1 We 1.29
4 kv 86.9 kOe 123 kOe 1.415
5 kv 110 kUe 150 kOe 1.36
6 kv 131 k Oe 178 kOe 1.36
7 kv 146 kOe 199 kOe 1.36
8 kv 167 kOe 229 kOe 1.37
k
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TABLE	 IV
COMPRESSED (Bc ) AND DIFFUSED (Bd) MAGNETIC FIELDS
I
WITH AL TUBING 0.75 INCH C.. D., 0.015 INCH WALL. THICKNESS
I Diffused Field
Compressed Field Parameters Parameters
Capacitance T  T f B T B 
(Mf) (Ns) (Ns) (kOeAv) (Ns) (k0e/kv)
27 7.8 38 12.37 15. 4.00
54 11.5 52 16.79,%0 6.67
81 13.5 66 19.43 24 8.45
108 15.6 78 22.09 27.5. 10.68
4.
t	 135 17.0 84
23.86 30 12.01
iA
162	 18.0	 92	 26.50	 32	 14.68	 M
r{
is	 189	 19.0	 103	 28.27	 33	 15.57
r
n
i
1
8
F
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1
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C
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TABLE V
COMPRESSED (8c ) AND DIFFUSED (B d ) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH AL TUBING 0.75 INCH O.D., 0.025 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Diffused Field
Compressed Field Parameters Parameters
Capacitance T
 rf B TR B 
(Nf ) (Ps) (Ns) (kOe/kv) {Ns) (kOe/kv
27 7.8 38 12.37 16.5 2.67
54 11.0 52 16.79 22.5 4.67
81 13.4 66 20.32 27 5.78
108 15.6 78 23.86 31.0 8.01
135 17.0 84 26.50 34.0 9.34
162 18.0 92 29.15 06.5 11.23
189 19.2 103 30.92 39 12.46
x
t
t
C
f-
r
l
,r
w
p
y
A
R
d
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TABLE VI
COMPRESSED (Bc ) AND DIFFUSED (Bd ) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH AL TUBING 0.75 INCH O.D., 0.035 INCH WALL. THICKNESS
Diffused Field
Compressed Field Parameters Parameters
Capacitance rR T B T B (Pf) (Ps) (Ps) (kOe/kv) (Ns) (koeAV)
27 7.8 38 14.14 18 2.22
54 11.0 52 22.08 24.0 4.00
81 12.5 fib 23.85 29.0 5,34
108 13.7 78 26,50 33.0 6.67
135 15.5 84 29.15 36.0 8.01
162 17.2 92 30.92 40.5, 8.90
189 19.0 103 32.69 42 10.0
oat" hoommoolow 77 y ,
•m5;a
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TABLE VII
COMPRESSED (BC ) AND DIFFUSED (Bd ) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH AL TUBING 0.75 INCH Q.D., 0.140 INCH WALL THICKNESS
I
n
Diffused Field
Compressed Field Parameters Parameters
Capacitance
T 
T B 
T B 
(Pf ) (Ps) (PS) (kOef kv (PS) (kOeAv )
27 7.5 39.5 15.2 60 .29
54 10.5 49 21.6 65 .70
81 12.5 65 25.1 70 1.11
108 14.5 76.5 28.0 80 1.40
135 16.0 82 29.9 84 1.78
162 17.5 f 32.8 86 2.1
189 19.0 98 33.7 86 2.5
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TABLE VIII
	
COMPRESSED (Bc ) AND DIFFUSED (Bd ) MAGNETIC FIELDS	 I
WITH AL TUBING 0.75 INCH O.D., 0.187 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Diffused Field
	Compressed Fie',d Parometers	 Parameters
Capacitance	 T 
	
Ir f 	 B 	 T 	 B 
W)	 (Ns)	 (Ns)	 (kOe/Av)	 (Ns)	 (kOeAv )
27 7.3 39.50 15.2 BO .175
54 10 47.5 21.3 90 .38
81 12 64 23.5 100 .63
108 13.0 74 26.7 100 .89
135 15 B2 29 9 110 1	 14
162	 16.5	 90	 30.5	 125
	
1.48
w	 139	 18	 98	 34.4	 130	 1.65
i.
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Diffused Field
^d Field Parameters Parameters
T 
	 Tf
B B 
(ps )	 (Ns) (k0e/kv) (kOe/kv)
7,6	 40 15.1 < 0.1
10	 61 20.0 < 0,1
12	 70 22.2 < 01
14	 84 24.5 < 0.1
15	 .92 28.5 < 0.1
17.0	 100 30.3 -- 0.1 
18.0	 104 32.0 < 0.1
TABL E I
COMPRESSED (B ) AND DIFFUSED (Bd) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH AL TUBING 0.75 INCH O.D., 0,250 INCH WALL THICKNESS
k
Compres
Capacitance
27
z^
t
54
81
108
135
I^ 162
189
1
t'
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TABLE
COMPRESSED (B )AND DIFFUSED (Bd) MAGNETIC FIELDSc
WITH AL TUBING 0.75 INCH 0.D., 0.312 INCA WALL THICKNESS
Diffused Field
Compressed Field Par m et rs Parameters
Capacitance 'rR Tf B Bd
(pf) (N5) (Ns) (kOeAv) (kOe	 v )
z 27 7.3 40 15.1 0,1
' 54 10.4 59 20.5 a 0.1
3 81 12.3 72 23.1 < 0.1
108 14 84 25.4 < 0.1
135 15.2 92 28.9 < 0.1
162 17.0 100 30.7 01
189 18.0 104 32.5 < 0.1
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TABLE	 X I 1
CUMPRESSED (Bc) AND DIFFUSED (Bd) MAGNETIC FIELDS
SOLID ALUMINUM SLUG 0.75 INCH	 D
Diffused Field
Com resscd Field Parameters Parameters
Capacitance	 'ri`t Tf BC B 
([af) (µs) (Ns) (kip a/Icy } (kOeAv )
_
27 7.2
.f s.ww+rs.a , a.. c
41 1v,1 0. 1
54 10 60 20.5 ' 0. 1
81 12 70 23.1 < 0.1
n
108 14 84 25.4 < 0.1
135 15.0 92 28.9 < 0.1
162 16.8 100 30.7 < 0.1
R
189 18 104 32.5 < 0.1
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TABLE	 X11
COMPRESSED (BG )AND DIFFUSED (B d )MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH STAINLESS STEEL TUBING 0.75 INCH 0, D,, 4.25 INCH Wi--%LL THICKNESS
Diffused Field
Cam ressed Field Parameters Parameters
Capacitance rR rf Sa Ir R Bd
(HO GO (ps) (kOe/kv) (Ns) (kOeAv)
27 7.7 42 12.7 25 1091
54 10.5 52 117,2 27 3.02
81 12.7 64 19.1 33 3.34
108 14.5 76 21.6 35 3.98
135 16.5 86 23.6 36 4.46
162 17,5 96 26.1 38 5.09
189 19.0 108 28.6 40 5.41
r3
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TABLE XI I I
COMPRESSED (Bc ) AND DIFFUSED (Bd ) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH STAINLESS STEEL 'TUBING 0.75 INCH O.D., 0.217 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field Parameters Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance "R T f B T T f
Bd
( pf ) (Ns) (Ns) (kOe/kv) (Ps) (Ns) (kOe/kv )
27 7.8 42 12.1 14 64
4.46
54 11.0 58.5 16.2 19 88
7.64
81 13.0 71.5 19.1 22
108 10.5
108 15.0 87 21.6 25
124 12.7
135 16.0 94 23.2 28 1113& 14.6
162 17.5 102 24.8 30
144 16.2	
.^
189 19 116 26.7 33
152 17.6
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TABLE XIV
COMPRESSED (Ba ) AND DIFFUSED (Bd) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH STAII'^ILESS STEEL TUBING 0.75 INCH O.D., 0.187 INCH WALL TH ICKNESS
Compressed Field Para_met_rs Diffused Field Parameters
Capac itancep T R T f B T T  Bd
(11f) (µs) (Ms) (kOe/kv) (Ns) (Ns) (kOe/kv )
27 8.0 42 12.1
17 70 4.77
54 10.5 51 15.9 22
88 8.27
81 12.5 67 18.8
25 108 10.8
108 15.0 82 21.0 30
115 12.7
135 16.0 86 22.9
33 130 15.2
162 18.0 99 24.2
35 144 16.6
189 19.0 112 25.8
36 152 18.5
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TABLE XV
COMPRESSED (Bc ) AND DIFFUSED (Bd ) MAGNETIC FIELDS r
WITH STAINLESS STEEL TUBING 0.75 INCH O.D., 0.140 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field Parameters Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance	
T Tf B TR Tf B 
(PO (I's) (Ns)	 (koe/kv) (p s') (Ns) (kOe/kv )
27 8.0 41 11,5 14 54 5.73
54 1 1.0 51 15.2 19 88 9.55
81 13.5 68 17.8 22 99 12.7
108 16.0 80 19.1 25 110 14.0
135 17.2 90 20 „4 26 118 15.9
162 19.0 99 22.9 28 130 17.8
189 20.5 110 25.1 30 140 21.0
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TABLE XVI
COMPRESSED (B e ) AND DIFFUSED (Bd ) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH STAINLESS STEEL TUBING 0,75 INCH O.D., 0.035 INCH WAIL THICKNESS
Compressed Field parameters Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance TR rf B  max T R Tf B  Max B  at B  max
(P f) 4-is) (Ns) (k0e/kv) os) (Ns) (kOe/kv) (kOeAv)
27 7.5 46 9.56 12.6 54 6.48 5.19
54 11 58 13.65 17.5 65 10.37 7.51
81 14 68 16.39 20.0 76 12.96 11.02
108 16 84 17.75 22.5 96 14.26 12.70
135 18 93 20.35 24 107 16.85 15.30
162 20 102 21.16 26.5 '116 18.15 16.85
189 22 112 22.87 33.5 126 20,09 18.15
1
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TABLE XVII
a	 COMPRESSED (Bcj AND DIFFUSED (Bd ) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH STAINLESS STEEL TUBING 0.75 INCH O.D., 0.025 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field Parameters Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance rr R rf Bc r R Tf Bd B	 at Bd	 c
(µf) (has) (Ns) (kOe/kv) (s) {µs) (k0e/kv) (koe/kv)
27 7.8 40 8.88 12.0 52 7.51 6.22
. 54 11.5 58 13.65 15.5 65 01 . 63 9.07
81 14.2 72 15.70 18.5 82 13.61 11.93
108 17.0 86 17.75 21.0 94 15.81 14.26
135 18.5 94 19.12 23.0 104 16.85 15.56
162 20.5 104 20.48 24.0 114 18.15 16.85
189 22.5 114 22.53 26.5 122 20.74 19.44
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TAB LE XV III
COMPRESSED (BC ) AND DIFFUSED (Bd ) MAGNETIC: FIELDS
WITH STAINLESS STEEL TUBING 0.75 INCH O.D., 0.015 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field Parameters Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance TR Tf B  max TR	 T B  max B  at B  max
(N f) (Ns) (Ps) (kGe/kv) (Ns)	 (Ns) (kc)e/kv) (k0e/kv)
27 8.2 44 8.19 11.0	 47 7.78 7.00
54 12.0 59 11.27 14.7	 64 10.37 9.07
81 15.0 75 15.02 17.5	 78 14.26 13.35
108 17.0 87 17.07 20.0	 92 15.94 15.30
135 19.0 97 18.43 22.0	 102 17.50 17.11
162 21.0 107 20.48 2440	 112 19.44 19.19
189 22.7 115 21.51 25.5	 121 20.74 20.48
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TABLE X'I X
COMPRESSED (Bc ) AND DIFFUSED (Bd ) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH HASTELLOY TUBING 0.75 INCH O.D., 0.015 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field Parameters Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance
T R T 6c Tit T
 B 
(Pf) (Ps) (Ns) (kGeAv) (Ps) (Ps) (kOeAv )
27 9.5 45 12.22 10.00 45 9.79
54 13.5 56 16.98 14.5 56 13.35
81 16.7 76 20.37 17.2 76 16.91
108 18.5 88 23.09 19.5 88 18.69
135 20.5 96 25.80 21.0 96 21.36
162 22.5 108 27.16 23.0 108 22.6
1 pq 24.5 116 29.88 24.5 116 23.58
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TABLE xx
COMPRESSED (Bc)AND DIFFUSED (Bd) MAGNETIC FIELDS
1	
WITH HASTELLOY TUBING
Y
0.75 INCH O.D,, 0. 025 INCH WALL. THICKNESS
r	 Com ressed Field Parameters Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance T rf B TR Tf B 
(HO (Ns) (Ns) (kOe/kv) (N s ) (Ns) (kOeAY )
_.	
27 10.0 46 11.14 11.0 47 9.34
54 13.5 64 16.98 14.5 65 14.23
7	 81 16.5 74 21.05 17.5 76 16.91
108 191 0 86 23.09 20.0 88 18.69
135 21.5 96 25.80 22.5 97 21.36
:r	 162 23.0 108 27.84 24.0 108 22.69
189 24.5 116 29.19 25.5 116 23.58
i
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TABLE XI
COMPRESSED (Bc ) A11D DIFFUSED (B d )MAGNETIC FIELD S
WITH HASTELLOY TUBING 0.75 INCH J.D., 0.035 INCH WALL THICKNESS
C
rn-
(k(
t
V
t
it
Co^_mpressed Field Parameters	 Diffused f= ield Parameters
apacitance	 It 	 T f	 B 	 T 	 T 	 B 
(Mf)	 (Ns)	 (Ms)	 (kOeAv)	 (ps)	 (Ns)	 kOeAv
27	 10.0	 47	 11.54	 11.8	 48	 8.90
54	 14.0r02	 16.98	 15.5	 66	 13.35
81	 16.0	 76	 20.37	 18.0	 80	 16.01
108	 19.0	 92	 23.09	 20.0	 96	 17.80
135
	
20.5	 102	 25.12	 22.5	 106	 19.13
162	 23.0	 112	 27.16	 24.5	 115	 21.36
189	 24.5	 123	 29.19	 25.5	 125	 23.58
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TABLE XXII
OPERATIONAL AND PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF SCP-1-1.0
Coil Bore Diameter
	 1.00 inch 2.54 cm
Ax ia l Length	 1.00 inch - 2.54 cm
Split Geometry	 0° 180° (Azimuthal
Contact Transition)
Coup  ing Mode	 Via Pulse Transformer 9:1
Energy Storage Bank
	
189 pf - 15 kv - 21,000 joule
Risetime w/o load To 	 27.0 ps
Risetime with load r 	 18.2 Ins
Full time w/o load T 
	
124 ps
Full time with Load T	 100 Ns
Inductance at Primary w/o load (Lo) 	 2.06 ph
Inductance at Primary with load (L) 	 1.34 ph
Peak Current w/o Load (lo)	 50.2 kA/kv
Peak Current with load (IIId 	 76.4 kA/kv
Peak Magnetic Field w/o Load (Bo)	 15.5 kOe/kv
Peak Magnetic Field with Load (B
	It 23.6 kOe/kv
IIt /10	 .47
Lo
 / L,t,	 1.54
BIt / Bo	 1.52
ADVANCED KINETICS,# INC.
TABLE XXIII 1
VACUUM (B
	 "') AND COMPRESSED MAGNETIC FIELDS I0
1.00 INCH DIAMETER SPLIT COIL
tF
No Load
	
Aluminum Sluff with Groove
Capacitance T T	 Bp	 TR 'rf B  f
r, r
(	 f) os) os)	 (kOeAv)	 (Ns) (Ns) (k0e/kv)
t.u 27 10. 5 48.0	 6.15	 7.7 37 10.7
^ h
ac
54 14.5 66.0	 8.58	 10.7 52 13.9
R M 81 18.0 79.0	 10.0	 12.7 65 16.5
108 20.5 92.0	 11.8	 14.7 74 17.9
s 135 22.5 105.0	 12.9	 15.5 83 19.5
162 24.5 114.0	 14.0	 16.6 91 21.1
189 27.0 124.0	 15.5	 18.2 100 23.6
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T ABL E XXIV
COMPRESSED (Bc ) AND DIFFUSED (84) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH ALUMINUM TUBING 1.00 INCH O. D., 0.015 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field Parameters Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance rR r Bc If sd
Bd at Bc• TR
(pf) (kOe/Av) (Ns) (OeAv) Q<OeAv) 
27 7.5 39 10.3 16.0 2.2 1.0
54 10.0 54 13.6 22.5 3.6 1.6
t 81 12.0 66 15.5 27.0
5.0 2.2
108 14.0 74 16.9 30.0 5.8 2.8
FI
135 15.5 86 18.4 32,0 6.8 3.4
162 17.0 92 19. 5 36.0 7.8 4.1
r	 ^'
189 18.2 104 20.3 38.0 9.0 4.8
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TABLE XX V
COMPRESSED (B)AND DIFFUSED (B d ) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH ALUMINUM TUBING 1.00 INCH O.D., 0.025 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field Parameters	 Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance	 rR	 'If	B 
	 T 	 B 	
B  at BC TR
-^ 
( f)
	 (P s)	 (s)	 (kOe/kv)	 +s)	 (kOe/kv) (kOe/kv)
	
..27
	
7.5	 38	 10.7	 17.0	 1.4	 .4
	
54	 10.0	 53	 14.7	 23.0	
2.4	 •8
	
81	 12.0	 65	 16.2	 27.0	 3.3	
1.35
	
108	 14.0	 73	 '17.7	 31.5
	
4.1	 1.6
	
! q 	34.5
	 4.8	 2.2
	
135	 15.5	 85	 19..
	
21.0	 38.0	 5.8	 2.6
	
162	 17.0	 9  
189	 118.0	 98	 22.5	 40.0
	
6.4	 2.8
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TABLE XXVI
COMPRESSED (B^) AND DIFFUSED (Bd ) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITU Al UMINUM TURING 1.00 INCH o. D., 0.035 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field Parameters Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance TR Tf Bc T  ^d	 B 	 at Bc 
-
T R 
(P f) (Ns) (Ns) ^OeAv) (t,$) (k0e/kv)	 (k OeAv)
27 7.6 37 10.7 18 1.0	 .2
54 10.4 52 14.7 25 2.0	 .5
81 12.2 63 16.2 30 2.8	 .8
108 14.0 72 18.4 34 3.3	 1.2
135 15.5 82 20.2 38 4.0	 1.4
162 17.0 90 21.7 41 4.8	 1.8
18 ° 18.0 100 23.2 45 5.4	 2.0
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TABLE XXVI I
COMPRESSED (Bc ) AND DIFFUSED (Bd) MAGNETIC FIELDS
f	 WITH ALUMINUM TUBING 1.00 INCH O. D., 0.125 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field parameters Diffused field Parameters
Capacitance rR rf Bc TR Bd
(P f) Ws) (Ns) (kOeAv) (Ps) (kOe/lkv)
rl
27 7.5 37 10.7 48 .22
54 10.0 52 14.7 50 .50
81 12.0 64 17.7 65 .78
108 14.0 73 18.4 68 1.0
135 15.5 84 20.2 70 1.3
162 17.0 92 21.7 74 1.55
189 18.0 100 23.4 80 1.8
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TABLE XXVIII
COMPRESSED (Bc ) AND DIFFUSED (Bd ) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH ALUMINUM TUBING 1.00 INCH O.D., 0.250 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field Parameters Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance T Tt	 Bc TR B 
(pf) (Ns) (Ps)	 (kOeAv) (Ns) (k0e/kv)
27 7.5 37	 10.7 170 .09
54 10.0 52	 14.7 170 .20
81 12.0 64	 16,9 170 .36
108 14.0 74	 18.4 170 .44
135 15.5 84	 20.2 170 .57
162 17.0 92	 22.1 170 .68
189 18.0 100	 23.6 170 .80
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i
TABLE XXIX
COMPRESSED (tic ) AND DIFFUSED (Bd ) MAGNETIC FIELDS
`	 WITH ALUMINUM TUBING 1.00 INCH O.D., 0.375 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field Parameters Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance TR T f
	 B TR Bd
()if) (s) (Ms)	 (kOeAv) (Ms) (kOeAv)
27 7.8 38	 10,7 1270 .08
54j 10.4 53	 14.7 270 .16
81 12.6 65	 16.6 270 .26
108 14.6 73	 18.4 270 .35
135 15.8 84	 20.2 280 .41
162 17.4 90	 22.1 280 .5
R
189	 18.8	 98	 23.9	 280	 .6
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TABLE XXX
COMPRESSED (Bc )AND DIFFUSED (Bd ) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH ALUMINUM TUBING 1.00 INCH O.D., 0.437 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field Parameters Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance rR ? f
B 
'rR
B 
( f) C s) (	 5) ( Oe/kv) (Ns) (kOeAv)
27 7.6 37 10.3 300 .10
54 10.6 52 13.5 300 20
81 12.5 65 16.4 300 .30
103 14.5 73 18.0 300 .40
135 15.5 83 19.5 300 .45
162 17.0 91 21.4 300 .50
189 18.4 100 23.6 300 .60
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TABLE XXXI
i
COMPRESSED (Bc ) AND DIFFUSED (Bd ) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH STAINLESS STEEL TUBING 1.00 INCH C .D., 0.015 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field Parameters Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance T  Tf, B T Tf	 B B 	 at Bc-TR
'
^ s ) ^s) ^Ge^v ) (NS) (^s)	 (Icc^e^lcv) tie	 v^	 /k )
27 8.0 45 6.33 11.5 50	 5.8 4.2
y
54 12.0 64 8.78 15.5 70	 8.0 7.2
81 15.5 79 9.80 19.0 86	 910 8.4
108 18.0 92 11.4 21.5 98	 11..2 10.5
135 20.0 100 1311 24.0 108	 12.0 11.5
162 22.0 114 13.9 26.0 121	 13.0 12.5
{eE 189 24.0 128 15.5 28.0 130.	 15. q 14.7
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TABLE XXXII
a	 COMPRESSED (Bc ) AND DIFFUSED (Bd ) MAGNETIC FIELDS
	 I
WITH STAINLESS STEEL TUBING 1.00 INCH U.D., 0.025 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field  Parameters Diffused Fie ld Parameters
Capac i tance	 TR T f Bd TR T f Bd Bd at Bc- T
J, (pf) (ps) (s) (kOeAv) (Ns) (Ns) (kOeAv) (kOeAv)
27 8.0 42 6.73 13.2 60 5.0 3.0
54 10.8 59 8.98 17.2 76 7.2 5.6
81 13.2 78 10.6 20.0 94 9.0 72
pl
108 16.0 89 11.6 23.0 106 11.0 9.2	 Rk
135 18.0 98 13.1 25.5 114 12.0
x
10.5
162 20.0 108 14.7 27.5 124 13.2 12.0
189 22.5 119 15.5 30.0 136 14.5 12.8
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TABLE XXXI11
I
COMPRESSED (B )AND DIFFUSED (8d ) MAGNETIC FIELDS
c
WITH STAINLESS STEEL TUBING 1.00 INCH O.D., 0.035 INCH WALL THICKNESS
C!npressed hAd Parameters . Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance T  T  B IrB Tf B B 	 at Bc- TR
(^f) (Ns) 1!1 s) O(k	 e/Icv) (µs) (Ns) Oe(k	 /kv) Oe(k	 /k v)
r
27 7.2 40 7.36 14.0 68 4.5 2.5
54 9.8 58 9.48 18.5 76 6.8 4.2
81 12.5 72 10.9 21.2 92 8.2 5.5
108 15.0 86 12.0 24.5 106 10.0 7.5
135 16.5 96 13.2 26.5 1 22 11.2 9.0
162 18.5 108 14.5 28.5 130 13.0 10.5
k
b	 189 21.0 116 15.5 31.0 140 14.0 11.8
yu
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TABLE XXXIV
COMPRESSED (Bc)AND DIFFUSED (B d)MAGNETIC FIELDS
	 I
WITH HASTELLOY TUBING 1.00 INCH O.D., 0.015 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field Parameters Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance Ir R Ir f B,c. T R r f Bd B	 at B- rd	 c	 R
f) (Ns) (ps) (kOeAv)
srrssrtRres^'wnwn.+ . e!/rsnf+":wae-mtID
(Ns)
MaRR isrrsfr vret+s^o-.+M.!e12>
(}is) (kOeAv) (kOeAv)
in a	 '+K,o.	 tv l.iyY+y+^rxw^MNiwbSas
27 9.0 45 6.26 11 .5 49 6.0 5,7
54 13.5 63 8.91 15.5 68 8.5 80
81 16.5 78 10.31 18.5 82 10.2 918
108 19.5 92 11.9 22.0 95 11.8 11.3
135 22.5 102 13.3 23.7 106 13.0 12.5
162 24.5 112 14. 2 25.7 117 14.2 14.0
189 27.5 120 1515 28.5 126 15.5 15.0
i
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TABLE XXXV
COMPRESSED (B	 AND DIFFUSED (Bd) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH HASTELI OY TUBING 1.00 INCH O.D., 0.025 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field parameters Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance T
 
T f Bo TR ^f Bd Bd at Bo 
- rR
(pf) (Ns) { s) (k0e/kv) (s) (Ns) (kOef kv) (kOe/kv)
27 8.5 44 6.44 12.5
F
52 5.8 5.0
54 12.5 61 8.84 16.5 70 8, 0 6.8
81 16.0 78 10.5 19.5 86 10.2 9.7
108 18.5 91 11.8 22.0 100 11.5 10.8
135 21.5 100 13.1 25,0 108 13.0 12.0
162 23.5 110 14.0 26.0 11 8 14.0 13.0
189 24.5 120 15.5 28.5 128 15.2 14.7
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i` TABLE XXXVI
COMPRESSED (B` ) AND DIFFUSED (8d^ MAG NETIC FIELDS
WITH HASTELLOY TUBING 1.00 INCH O D., 0.035 INCH WALL THICKNESS
'E	 Compressed Field Parameters Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance
"R "f 3a rR r Ed 0d at gc-rRf
27 8.0 43 6.99 13.2 56 5.0 35
54 11.0 61 9.2 17.0 74 8.0 6.0
81 14.0 77 10. 9 20.0 90 9.5 8.0
108 17.0 91 1118 23.2 102 10.8 9.5
135 1P.0 100 13 .1 25,5 112 12.8 11.0
1 62 21.0 11 0 14.2 28.0 124 14.0 13.0
189
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m
24.5 120 15.5 30.0 136 15,0 14.0
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TABLE XXXVII
t COMPRESSED (B
C
) AND DIFFUSED (0 ) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH HASTELLOY TUBING 1.00 INCH O.D., 0.045 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field Parameters Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance =rR Tf Bc TR Tf Bd Bd at Bc- T
f) (s) (Ns) (kOeAv) (Ns) (Ns) (kOeAv) (OeAv)
2.7 8.0 42 7.07 13.5 56 5.0 3.5
- 54 10.8 60 9.20 17.5 74 8.0 6.0
^^
81 13.8 76 10.9 20.5 90 9.5 8.0
108 16.5 87 12.0 23.5 102 10.8 9.5
135 18.5 97 13.3 25.5 112 12,2
i
10.5	 y
162 20.5 108 14.2, 28.0 124 13.5 12.2
189 22,2 120 15.5 30.0 136 15.0 13.5
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TABLE XXXV111
COMPRESSED (Bc ) AND DIFFUSED (B d ) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH HASTELLOY TUBING 1.00 INCH O.D., 0.055 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field Parameters_ Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance TR T f B T T f Bd B 	 at Bc-TR
(P f) (s) (}its) (kOe/kv) (s) (Ns) (kOe/kv) (k Cie/kv)
27 8.0 40 7.29 13.5 56 4.6 3.0
54 10.5 59 9.20 18.2 76 7.2 4.9
81 13.5 74 11.0 21.5 90 8.8 7.0
108 16.0 87 12.0 24.5 104 10.5 8.6
135 18.0 96 13 .3 27.0 116 12.0 10.0
162 19.8 106 14.2 28.5 126 12.8 11.0
189 21.0 116 15.7 30.0 136 13.8 12.3
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TABLE XXXIX
COMPRESSED (Bc ) AND DIFFUSED (Bd ) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH HASTELLOY TUBING 1.00 INCH O.D., 0.083 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Com ressed Field Parameters Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance TR Tf B TR Bd Bd at BC - TR
(Nf) (l.is} (ps) (k0e/kv) (Ns) (kOe/'kv) (k0e/kv)
27 7.6 38 7.73 14.5 4.0 2.0
54 10.4 56 10.1 19.0 6.7 4.0
81 12.8 68 11.3 22.0 8.5 5.8
108 14.8 83 12.9 25.5 9.8 7.0
135 16.8 91 14.4 27.5 11.0
i
8.5
162 18.6 102 15.1 30.0 12.0 9.2
189 19.5 112 16.2 32.0 13.0 10.5
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TABLE XL
OPERATIO NAL AND PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF SCP-1-1.5
1#
Co i I Bore Diameter 1.50 inch - 3.81 cm
Axial Length 1.00 inch - 2.54 cm
Split Geometry 0° - 180° (Azimuthal
Contact Transition)
Coup  ing Mode Via Pulse Transformer 9:1
Energy Storage Bank 189 pf - 15 kv y- 21,000 joule
Risetime w/o load To 32, 0 P s
Risetime with load?r 18.4 Ps
Full time w/o load To 140 Ps
Fu ll time with load r 110 Ps
Inductance at Primary w/o load (Lo ) 2-.63 ph
Inductance at Primary with load (L) 1.34 Ph
Peak Current w/o Load (1
0
) 44.6 kA/kv
Peak Current with load (Itl) 79.8 kA/kv
Peak Magnetic Field w/o Load (Bo) 14.18 kOeAv
Peak Magnetic Field with Load (B^) 25.37 kOe/kv
141 	 io 1.79
L
o
 /L 1.96
^,
B^ /B 1.790
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TABLE XLl
VACUUM (go) AND COMPRESSED (B MAGNETIC FIELDS
1.50 INCH DIAMETER SPLIT COIL
No Load Alum inum Slug with Groove
Capacitance T ?f Bo	 TR  f B 
(^f) f q s) (Ns) (kOeAv)
	
(s) (kOe/kv)
27 12.5 58 5.60	 7.6 36 11.82
54 17.0 74 7.88	 10.4 51 15.76
81 21.0 92 9.85	 12.6 63 18.91
108
r
24.5 107 11.43	 14.4 72 20.57
135 27.0 118 12.21	 15.8 82 22.38
162 29.0 128 13.39	 17.2 90 23.80
189 32.0 140 14.18	 18.4 100 25.37
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TABLE
	 XLII
,F
COMPRESSED (Bc ) AND DIFFUSED (Bd ) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH ALUMINUM TUBING 1.50 Ii'^CH O.D., 0.015 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field parameters Diffused Field Parameters
E Capacitance	 TR Irf Bc 'rR	 Bd Bd at Bc- T
(^f) s) Ws) Qco eAv) Ws)	 (OeAv) (IcOe/kv)
;t^m
27 7.8 36 10.55 15.0	 1.58 .79
54 10.6 52 13.78 21.5	 2.99 1.58
... 81 12.8 64 15.82 26.0	 4.02 1.97
108 14.8 76 17.23 30 0	 4.96 2.76
135 15.8 86 18.28 33.5	 5.91 3.31
162 17.6 95 19.69 36.5	 6.93 3.94
189 18.8 104 20.39 39.0	 7.72 4.33
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TABLE	 XLIII
COMPRESSED (8c ) AND DIFFUSED (Bd ) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH ALUMINUM TUBING 1.50 INCH O.D., 0.025 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field Parameters
	 Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance	 T R T f B	 T R Bd B	 at B- frd	 Rc c
(P f)	 (p.+s) (Ns) (kOe/kv)	 Ws) (kOe/(v) (kOeAv)
27	 7.6 36 10.55	 17.0 .79 .40
54	 10.6 52 14.06
	
23.5 1.73 79
^^
81	 12.8 64 16.17	 29.5 2.52 1.18	 I
108	 14.8 74 17.58	 34.0 3.31 1.65
135
	 15.8 84 18.99	 37.5 3.73 1.89
162	 17.6 92 20.39	 40.5 4.41 2.20
Y
189	 18.8 101 22.15
	 43.5 5.04 2.52
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TABLE XLIV
COMPRESSED (Bc ) AND DIFFUSED (Bd ) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH ALUMINUM TUBING 1.50 INCH O.D., 0.035 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field Parameters Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance TR rf B
 TR	 B B	 at B	 T
d	
R(pf) (1.is^ ^s) (Oe/kv) Ws)	 (kQe/kv) Ue
'	 27 7,6 37,0 10.82 19.0	 .63 .32
54 10.4 52.0 15.17 27.0	 1.34 .63
81 12.8 64.0 18.04 32.0	 1.97 .79
108 14.6 74.0 19.68 36.5	 2,52
3
1.02
135 15.8 82.0 21.37 40.5	 2.99 1.26
162 17.6 91.0 22.14 44.0	 3.47 1.58
189 18.8 100.0 23.60 47.5	 4.10 1.73
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TABLE XLV
i
COMPRESSED (Bc )AND DIFFUSED (Bd ) MAGNETIC F IEL DS
WITH ALUMINUM TUBING 1.50 INCH 0. Q,, 0.250 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field Parameters Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance T  r f B rR Bd
(µf) os) os) (k0e/kv) os) ^Oe/kv)
27 7.6 36.0 11.82 170 .09
54 1 0.4 51.0 15.76 170 .17
81 12.6 63.0 18.91 170 .25
108 14.4 72.0 20.59 170 o28
135 15.8 82.0 22.38 170 .35
162 17.2 90.0 23.80 170 .39
189 18.4 100.0 25.37 180 .54
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F A BLE XLV 1
COMPRESSED (B^) AND DIFFUSED (Bd) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH ALUMINUM TUBING 1,50 INCH C. D. 0.50 INCH !MALL THICKNESS 	 f
Compressed Field Parameters Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance T Tf 8 T B 
f) (^s) Ws) (kC e/kY) (Ns) QcCeAv)
27 7.6 16.0 1 1 .82 350 .03
54 10.4 51,0 15.76 350 .OA,
81 12,6 63.0 18.91 350 .05
108 14.4 72,0 20.57 400 .09
135 15.8 82.0 22.38 420 .11
162 17. 2 90.0 23.80 450 .17
189 18.4 100.0 25.37 450 .22
yam;,
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TABLE XLVII
OOMPRESSED (B
c
) AND DIFFUSED (Bd ) MAGNETIC FIELDS
	 I
WITH STAINLESS STEM. TUBING, 1,50 INCH 0. D,, 0.015 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Comeressed Field Parameters 	 Diffused Field Parameters
CE pacRance TR 'r f BC TR T f Bd B 	 of Bo- ?R
!f) (t's) (63) (kOeAv) RNs) (Ws) (k()s/kv) QlOe/kv)
27 76 46 7.01 13.0 : 58 4.73 3.55
54 12.8 66 8.27 18.0 82 7.25 5.91
81 15.5 84 10.33 21.5 97 9.06 7.88
108 19.5 99 11.68 24.5 112
R
10.40 9.06
135 22.0 110 12.59 27.0 124 11.66 10.87
162 24.5 122 13.66 29.5 134 12.77 12.02
189 27.0 136 14.60 32.0 144 13.55 12.85
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TABLE 'XI.VILI
COMPRESSED (B
c
) AND DIFFUSED (8d) MAGNETIC FIELDS	 .
WITH STAINLESS STEEL TUBING 1.50 INCH C .D., 0.025 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed field Parameters Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance TR T B TR Tf 6d Bd at Bc 
- TR
.	 j (,js) ^s) Q<Oe/kv) (has) (s) (kOe/1<v) (<Oe/l(v)
27 7.6 41.0 7.19 13.0 68 4.10 2.36
54 10.8 62.0 8.81 18.0 as 6.46 4. 33
81 14.5 80.0 10.33 22.0 104 8.51 6.93
108 17.0 94.0 11. 108 25.0 114 9.61 7.ov
135 19.5 106.0 12.75 28.0 124 10.87 9.46
162 23.0 118.1 13.94 30.5 136 11.82 10.87
189 26.0 130.0 14.83 33.5 146 12.77 11.82
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TABLE	 IL
COMPRESSED (Bc ) AND DIFFUSED (8	 MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH STAINLESS STEEL TUBING 1.50 INCH O.D., 0.035 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field Parameters
	 Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance TR T f B 	 TR	 T f B Bd at Bc - TR
(-'f) (s) (s) (k0e/kv)
	 ( s)	 (p s) (lcOe/kv) (I(Oe/kv)
27 7.6 40.0 7.46	 13.8	 68 3.78 1.58
54 10.2 62.0 9.08	 18.5	 96 5.91 3.15
81 11.6 80.0 10.65
	
22.5
	 106 7.72 4.89
Y.
108 14.5 94.0 12.04	 26,0	 118 9.06 6.30
135 16.5 106.0 13.14	 21.0	 136 10.09 7.49
162 19.0 118.0 14.37	 31.5	 150 11.03 9.06
189 22.0 128.0 15.29	 34.0	 160 11.98 10.09
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9.6 58
14.5 74
18.2 92
22.5 107
24.5 118
27.0 128
29.5 140
27
54
81
108
135
162
189
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TABLE L
COMPRESSED (Bc ) AND DIFFUSED (Bd) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH HASTELLOY-C TUBING 1.50 INCH O.D., 0.015 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field Parameters
	
Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance	 TR	 Tf 	 8 	 TR	 Tf	 B 	 84 at BC - TR
(N f)	 (Ns)	 (Ps)
	
(kOeAv) (4s)	 (Ns)	 (kOeAv)	 (kOeAv)
5.04 4.49
x'.33 6.93
9,, 30 8.90
10.56 10.24
11.74 11.43
	
13.46
	
31.0 138
	 12.77	 12.37
	
14.38	 33.5 144
	 13.79	 13.48
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6.91 13.2 60
8.15 18.5 79
10.18 22.5 96
11.51 25.5 112
12.40 28.2 122
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ADVANCED K INETICS, INC.
TABLE LI
COMPRESSED (B 	 DIFFUSED (Bd ) MAGNETIC FIELDS
	 v
WITH HASTEI,LOY-C TUBING 1.50 INCH O.D., 0.025 INCH MALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field Parameter Diffused Field Parameters
Copr„-. itonce rR rf Ba rR Tf Bd B 	 at Ba rR
(N f) (I+s) (s) (kde/kv) (ps) (Ms) (kOeAv) (kOeAv)
27 9.6 50 7.08 13.5 64 4.65 4.41
54 14.5 72 8.68 18.5 84 6.93 6.30
81 18.5 91 10.18 22.5 96 8.67 8.27
108 2260 105 11.51 25.5 112 10.09 9.69
135 24.0 118 12.56 28.0 124 11.03 10.80
162 26.5 128 13.73 31.0 136 12.06 11.82
189 29.0 138 14.61 33.0 146 13.00 12.77
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ADVANCED KINETICS, INC.
TABLE LII
COMPRESSED (B C ) AND DIFFUSED (Bd ) MAGNETIC FIELDS
WITH HASTELLOY-C TUBING 1.50 INCH O,D., 0.035 INCH WALL THICKNESS
Compressed Field P arameters Diffused Field Parameters
Capacitance	 TR 1''f B TR T f Bd Bd at Bc- ?R
( f) (Ns) (s) (kQef kv) (Ns) 4is) (k0e,/kv) (kOeAv)
27 8.3 49 7.24 14.0 63 4.33 4.11
54 13.0 72 8.88 19.0 84 6.70 6.37
81 17.4 90 10.41 23.0 102 8.51 8.08
108 20.0 104 11.77 26.2 116 9.77 9.28
135 23.0 116 12.85 29.0 126 10.80 9.58
-162 25.5 128 14.05 32.0 1 38 11.82 11.23
189 28.0 138 14.96 34.5 144 12.77 1.2.13;
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TABLE 1.I11-
OPERATIONAL PARAMETERS FOR TRANSFORMER-COIL SYSTEM	 Y
Energy Input 9,000 joule, 180 pf at 10 kv
Turns Ratio 5:1
Secondary Output Open Secondary Output Shorted
T 37.0	 psec T 8.2	 psec
r r
T 148.0	 psec Ir f 32.8	 psec
V 9.75	 kv V 5.0	 kvpro pro
1 76.4	 ka 1 342.0
	
kapro pro
Lshunt 3.018 ph Lleakage •075 pH
(d
t
b8.4 %epower
(expected)I 83.0 %
LS 19.0 nh
optimum
Lp 475.0 nhtr a
One Ineh Bore Load
T T
17.0 psec I 690.0	 ka
r sec
T f 68.0 psec ,^ I 82.9	 °lo
V 8.2 kv Lo 575.0	 nhp roP
1.7 kv Lo 23.0	 nhsec
1	 , 166.5 kr,
L
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Fig. 1; Equivalent Circuit for Evaluation of Tubing"Coil Spacing Effects
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Figure  I Compressed and Diffused Magnetic Fields
Aluminum tubing d = 0.355 cm, o.d. = 1.90 cm
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'	 Figure 15 Compressed and Diffused Magnetic Fields
Stainless Steel Tubing d = 0.404 cm, o.d. = 1.90 cm
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Short Circuit End
Figure 51: Split Coil (Full Scale) SC-0.75
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Figure 52: Split Coil (Full Scale) SC-1 .00
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Figure 53: Split Coil (Full Scale) SC-1 .50
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Figure 54: A single pulse (a) produces about the same time-intogral of the
effective pressure, since either the duration is short (R cI , Bd1l
orelse the pressure differential small (B C21 B ). AtTain of fast pulses combines the advantages o` large pressure
differential and long duration.
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